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RAJYA SABHA 

Wednesday, the 17th May, 2000/27 Vaisakha, 1922 (Saka) 

The House met at eleven of the clock, Mr Chairman in the Chair 

ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS 

*721. [The Questioner (Shri Prakanta Warisa) was absent. For answer 

vide page 21 infra] 

New Anti-Terrorist Bill 

*722. DR. ALLADI R RAJKUMAR: Will the Minister of HOME 

AFFAIRS be pleased to state: 

(a) whether Government propose to introduce a new Anti-terrorist Bill; 

(b) if so, its salient features and how it would be different from TADA 

laws; and 

(c) what are the views of Government in this regard? 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF HOMEAFFAIRS 
(SHRI CH. VIDYA SAGAR RAO): (a) to (c) The matter regarding an anti-
terrorism law for combating terrorism was referred to the Law Commission of 
India and they have sent the draft of a "Prevention of Terrorism Bill, 2000" to 
the Ministry of the last week of April, 2000. This is being examined. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: Sir, my first supplementary is that ever 

since the TADA was passed, terrorism has not decreased. In fact, terrorism has 

increased in volume and the extent of terrorism has widened. The security 

threat from the new narco-terrorism groups looms large over India. Terrorism 

is one of those rare and peculiar offences that does not lend itself to the treatment 

of law. What are the views of the Law Minister in respect of the new anti-

terrorist law? As a lawyer, he has taken up some controvertial cases also. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But this question relates to the Home Ministry. It 

doesn't relate to the Law Ministry. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: Sir, actually, I have addressed this question 

to the Law Ministry. Recently, in "The Asian Age", an article has come that the 
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Union Home Minister, Advaniji, and the Union Law Minister, Ram Jethmalaniji, 
have developed serious differences of opinion over the new anti-terrorism Bill. 
Is it a fact? What are the differneces of opinion between them? I would like to 
know the views of the Home Minister. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is a hypothetical question. There is no need of 
an answer. We should not talk about it. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: No, Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No. Don't go by the Press. This is a different thing. 

.So many things appear in the Press. Don't go by that. You put a supplementary 

question on the new anti-terrorist Bill. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: Sir, the new anti-terrorist Bill is going 

to come up. What are the views of the Home Minister? Terrorism is increasing 

day by day. This is my question. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is all right.  

SHRI CH. VIDYA SAGAR RAO: Sir, as far as the Member's question 

regarding the escalation of terrorism in the country is concerned, it is correct. 

As you are aware, the TADA was passed in 1985. But it was allowed to lapse. 

When it lapsed, simultaneously, a Criminal Law Amendment Bill was 

introduced in the Rajya Sabha. That could not be thoroughly discussed. There 

was no consensus, as far as the passing of that Bill was concerned. Therefore, 

this Government has referred this matter to the Law Commission to suggest a 

comprehensive legislation to combat terrorism. It was referred to the Law 

Commission with the twin objectives of giving a comprehensive law to 

effectively deal with the various terrorist activities in the country, whether it is 

the Pakistani infiltrators or the extremists or the terrorist activities prevailing in 

the North-East, as also to safeguard the rights of the accused himself. With 

these twin objectives, the Law Commission was asked to give a comprehensive 

law. The law Commission, after thorough deliberations, circulated a paper. It 

also conducted two seminars and presented the 173rd report to the Ministry of 

Home Affairs. At present, this matter is under examination by the Ministry of 

Home Affairs. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: What are the new amendments proposed 

to be brought in, which will have a direct impact on the media? Whether 

journalists who are interacting with the terrorists are proposed to be punished 

with imprisonment. Will it not be something like interferring with the freedom 
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of movement? So, before introducing this Bill, the Government must seek the 
opinion of the public on this Bill. 

SHRI CH. VIDYA SAGAR RAO: Sir, as far as the 173rd report of the 

Law Commission is concerned, it also includes a Bill, the DOT Bill. This Bill 

is under the close examination of the Ministry of Home Affairs. At this point 

of time, I cannot disclose the contents. Also, I cannot make a comparison 

between the various provisions of the erstwhile TADA and the various sections 

of this Bill. However, the Government is prepared to discuss the Bill in the 

Consultative Committee of the Ministry of Home Affairs. We are also planning 

to circulate this Bill to the State as also the UTs to seek,their opinion. After 

receiving the opinion from various sections, we will come back to the House. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Mr. Chairman, Sir, may I know from 

the hon. Home Minister whether it is a fact that TADA was practically allowed 

to lapse because, at that point of time, if we remember, the atmosphere was 

such that, instead of helping in the prevention of spread of terrorist activities, 

the gross misuse of TADA created such an atmosphere that it evoked a strong 

public resentment. As a consequence, the TADA was not allowed to be 

extended further. In view of that, I would like to know from the hon. Home 

Minister whether his Ministry finds it difficult to deal with the situation 

because of the non-availability of a legislation like TADA, or, because of 

certain other factors which we have discussed on a number of occasions, such 

as, infiltration in the form of proxy war indulged in by Pakistan, availability 

of more sophisticated weapons and gadgets to terrorists and other extremists, 

some sort of social acceptability of some kind of terrorist activities, etc. 

complicating the problem further. I would like to know from the hon. Home 

Minister the assessment of his Ministry, whether deficiency in the legal sei-up 

or in the legal framework is standing in the way, or certain other factors are 

standing in the way of dealing wiui terrorist activities. 

SHRI CH. VIDYA SAGAR RAO: Sir, definitely, there was a public 

resentment. There were some allegations also about the misuse of TADA. 

Therefore, this was allowed to lapse in the year 1995. Simultaneously, the 

Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill was also introduced. It was thoroughly 

discussed in the Rajya Sabha and there were some official amendments also. 

But we could not get a consensus over this Act. 

Most of the Members felt that the escalating violence in various parts 

of the country must be curbed. It was felt that it would be proper if jt was 
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referred to the Law commisison. Therefore, it was referred to the Law 
Commission. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE:: That means, you felt that there was a 
necessity of having a law. You felt it. This is the assessment that I want to 
have. 

SHRI CH. VIDYA SAGAR RAO: No. To combat extremist activities, 
the present laws are not sufficient. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: That's all. 

SHRI CH. VIDYA SAGAR RAO: Though the provisions contained in 

the TADA was also correct because there were a number of Supreme Court 

decisions... 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: levanted to hear that. 

SHRI CH. VIDYA SAGAR RAO: ...and many safeguards were given to 
the TADA detenues. That was also affected.. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: That is what I wanted to hear. 

SHRI CH. VIDYA SAGAR RAO: ...but the present situation is due to 

the escalation in the crimes, not only the proxy war, armed and well-equipped 

by the Pakistani intelligence people and infiltrators There are also other 

dangerous situations prevailing in the country. We thought it better to refer it 

to the Law Comission with the twin objectives of not only to effectively deal 

with the situation but also to safeguard the interests of the accused. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA: Mr. Chairman, Sir, I remember that the 

TADA Act was repealed when there were accusations of gross violation of 

civil rights and all that. Shri Chavan was the Home Minister at that time. His 

Secretary held consultations with various parties to substitute the TADA Act 

by a criminal procedure legislation. I remember that, at that time, I and my 

party told Shri Chavan that the replacement which was being sugested, which 

contained all the main features of the TADA Act, was even worse that the 

TADA Act itself. The minorities and other people also criticized it. Therefore, 

we opposed it and we suggested that—Shri Chavan is here; he can confirm 

it—if you want to go ahead with the Bill, you go ahead with the. support of 

the BJP. The BJP was the only party which was supporting the Congress Party 

at the time on the replacement of the TADA Act by a Bill which was worse 

than the TADA Act. Eventually, the Government decided not to pursue 
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with the Bill. What I am asking is this. Now a new Bill has been prepared. I 
would like to know whether the Home Minister. 

SHRI SANGH PRIYA GAUTAM: Sir, it is not correct. At that time, I 
was a Member of this House. I opposed that Bill. It is not correct that we 
supported the Congress Party. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA: I would like to know from the Home Minister 

whether he is willing to hold similar consultations, as Shri Chavan held, with 

various parties about the draft which has been received from the Law 

Commission. Would he hold consultations with all the parties before taking 

any action to bring this legislation be fore the House? 

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS (SHRI L. K. ADVANI): Mr. 

Chairman, Sir, the hon. Member, Shri Biplab Dasgupta is correct in saying 

that in 1995 itself when the TADA Act was allowed to lapse, the Government 

allowed it to lapse principally because many States felt, many parties felt that, 

that particular Act, that particular legislation was being abused. But terrorism 

is still there. Therefore, a law is needed. Therefore, a Criminal Law 

(Amendment) Bill was introduced by the Government itself which allowed the 

TADA Act to lapse. But there were differences in the House on that. Therefore, 

that Bill has been pending in theRajya Sabha—it is on record—since 1995. It 

is there. In 1997, the Government decided to refer the whole matter to the Law 

Commission. Instead of proceeding with that Bill, because of opposition in the 

House, they decided—it was not done by this Government — to refer the matter 

to the law Commission. In 1997, this matter was referred to the Law 

Commission. The Law Commission was asked to give a comprehensive report 

on this particular matter. It is this report that my colleague has referred to in 

his answer, which has been received by the Government only in the last week 

of April. Therefore, we have conveyed to the House that the' report is under 

examination. In the meanwhile, there was a meeting of the Consultative 

Committee attached to the Ministry of Home Affairs in which a mention was 

made of the subject. I told them that in our next meeting I would discuss with 

them the report that the Law Commission has sent so that I can get the benefit 

of their opinion. We also proposed to send this report to various States and 

seek their opinion on it so that when we come forward with a Bill it should be 

on the basis of the interaction that we have with all the sections. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Mr. Chairman, Sir, this is a very serious 

issue which is agitating the whole country. On account of proxy war and on 
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account of certain groups believing that arms revolution was the only solution, 

a lot of violence is takjng place and innocent people are being targeted, attacked 

and killed. And, we are not able to effectively deal with that because there is 

no effective provision in law; there are certain lacunae in the present law. Some 

people go to the extent of giving interviews wherein they mention that such 

and such people would be killed. These interviews are published. Interviews 

have been given that the Home Minister. Shri L. K.Advani, would be eliminated, 

that Shri Chandrababu Naidu, the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, would be 

eliminated, that the Minister of State for Home Affairs, Shri Vidya Sagar Rao, 

would be eliminated. The basic risk is there..Such interviews are widely 

published in newspapers and nobody is able to take any action. My 

supplementary is: How soon will the Government come forward, with the 

proposed legislation? This is the need of the hour. The country's security, the 

people's security, is more important than the liberty of some individuals. That 

being the case, will the Government assured that they will come forward with 

the proposed Bill, at least, in the next Session of Parliament? 

SHRI L. K. ADVANI: I agree with the Hon. Member that the challenge 

of terroris: groups, whether international or domestic, is a serious challenge, it 

is a grave challege in fact, the Law Commission has made an observation in its 

Report apart from the draft Bill that it has sent. They have stated: "The 

Commission concurs with the views expressed by various internal security 

experts that terrorism is not just a passing phase, and we may be held guilty by 

the future generation of dereliction of our duties in defending our society and 

its integrity if we do not have such a law, and that to, without any further loss 

of time." This is a very strong observation made by the Law Commission. 

Therefore, the Government is conscious of its duty. All that I said is that we 

would not like a Bill to be brought to the House which would create another 

kind of a debate and controversy as head arisen in 1995 when a Bill was 

introduced but was allowed to remain pending. We would like, to have the 

views of all the sections of the House and see how best we can have a law 

which is effective, at the same time, provide for safeguards whereby that law 

cannot be abused, as the earlier law which made the Government and most of 

the other parties at that time to allow it to lapse. Both the safeguards have to be 

provided. 
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SHRI L. K. ADVANI: Mr Chairman, Sir, this is a separate question and 

I would need a separate notice. 
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SHRI EDUARDO FALEIRO: Sir, as the Home Minister has mentioned, 

TADA was repealed or lapsed in 1995. though it had lapsed about five years 

ago, there are still a large member of prisoners under TADA in different jails in 

the country. As far as I know, in Mumbai itself, there are more than 30 prisoners. 
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I would like to know how those people are still in detention under what law, 

and when a decision will be taken as to their ultimate fate. 

SHRI L. K. ADVANI: So far as statistics and figures are concerned, I 

would be willing to give all the necessary details if a fresh notice is given. But, 

broadly, I would like to affirm that in this matter, the Supreme Court has taken 

cognizance of the fact and has directed the Government to review the cases of 

all TADA prisoners that has been done periodically and a large number of 

people who were under TADA earlier are now no longer behind bars, some of 

them have been released, some of them are on bail. But the process TADA 

cases being reviewed is a continuing process which is being undertaken in 

accordance with the directions of the Supreme Court. 

SHRI SHANKAR ROY CHOWDHURY: Sir, my question to the Home 

Minister pertains to three associated issues with the Bill to be discussed in 

parliament; which, I think, are required. But the associated matters are: firstly, 

the provision of law for federal crimes which one of our hon. Members in the 

Government benches raised the other day during discussion, and I think the 

discussion was inconclusive or it was turned down. Secondly, the provision of 

special courts for the terrorist activities which Was there earlier, but, which has 

been singularly ineffective. Thirdly, on the question of safeguarding against 

the misuse of preventive detention, whether it is TADA or the earlier MIS A or 

PD Act, the recommendations of the Old Dharmavira Commission which I 

think is, more or less, totally submerged. Are they also being studied? 

SHRI L. K.ADVANI: The hon Member's question about federal laws in 

a way promted by the existence of such a distinction between federal laws, 

federal crimes and State crimes in some other countries of the world, as, for 

example, in the U.S. But all that I can say is that the Law Commission has 

taken into account the various laws in. other parts of the world, in U.K., in U.S., 

against terrorism, as also the feed back it has got from different sections within 

the country at two separate seminars organised by them. It is on that basis that 

they have made this recommendation which as I said, is being examined 

thoroughly in the.Home Ministry; and, in that course, process, we woudl also 

consider this particular proposal that has been put forth by the hon. Member 

and which has come up in the course of the discussions at various conferences. 

SHRI ADHIK SHIRODKAR: Sir, the hon. Minister referred to the 

possible misuse of TADA, as it existed. The single most abuse was the 

confession. Under no penal enactment in India, confession is extrated except 
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under TADA, and that was the only way they accepted confession and started 
the prosecution case, based on confession. Ultimately, the Supreme Court 
intervened and observed that a prosecution under TADA cannot be initiated 
only on the basis of confession; it cannot be the basis of a prosecution. Would 
the hon. Minister consider all the judgments of the Supreme Court and other 
courts to find out what was the kind of abuse of that Act and see that the scope 
for such abuse, potentially, is not there in the new enactment? Thank you. 

SHRI L.K. ADVANI: Sir, as I already said, one of the principal reasons 

why most of the States in the country, most of the political parties in the country, 

in 1995, came to the conclusion that it would be proper and prudent if this 

particular law, TADA which had a two-year time—it was extended in 1993 

and it was to lapse in 1995; it would have been extended again, as it was 

extended three times earlier—was allowed to lapse, was its abuse in various 

matters, and in that course the particular aspect to which the hon. Member has 

drawn attention to, of initiating prosecution only on the basis of a confession, 

that was also indicated; and all these things would be born in mind and adequate 

safeguards would be provided, at the same time, ensuring that the new law is 

effective also. It is not just a cosmetic law. Only because there is no law to deal 

with terrorism at the Central level, therefore, a law should be brought, is not 

the intention. Today some States have enacted their own laws. In a way, during 

the last two years in various conferences of Director-Generals of Police etc. 

when they said that there should be a Central law, I used to tell them, if they 

felt so, then let that be done at the Central level because this was a Concurrent 

subject and they could have laws of their own in the States also. Some of the 

States have enacted such laws. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: This question Is not relevant to this...(Interruptions) 
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 ����� ����  !�� "�#$�� : 4�2� �� ह� �� �� �ह� ह�  ,  
 
 �� �)�$�� : �ह 4�2� �� 	हJ ह� , Shri Aimaduddin Ahmad Khan.  

SHRI AIMADUDDIN AHMAD KHAN (DURRU): I would like to 

know from the hon. Home Minister as to how many people were arrested 

under the TADA Act and how many were finally convicted? 

SHRI L.K.ADVANI: Mr. Chairman, Sir, as I said, this question relates 

to the L^w Commission's recommendations and the proposed new law. If there 

is a separate notice in respect of the earlier TADA, which was allowed to lapse 

in 1995,1 would certainly reply. 

SHRI GHULAM NABI AZAD: Sir, I wanted to raise this issue when 

the Minister was chairing a meeting. Unfortunately, when I raised it, he said, 

'no discussion.'After that, for half-an-hour, a dozen people were jcallsd. It was 

in the Consultative Committee meeting. Tilers I could not discuss it: and here 

also, I cannot. Where is the forum then? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: So many Members have put questions. We ha' e spent 

half-an-hour on this. There is nothing spscial against you. (Interruptions) . 
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SHRI GHULAM, NABI AZAD: Sir, I know about TADA. In our 

Government, as a Cabinet Minister, I had opposed it. As the Home Minister 

said, I was one of the Cabinet Ministers who was against the continuance of 

TADA. We know where it pinches. 

SHRI L.K.ADVANI: I did not make any comments on it. {Interruptions) 

 
 �� ��!*� ��� : �� $	�4 �� D� !� �"	� ��"	���� �� ]D �� ह��� , 
��$�	 �� �" M#�� �� �� �ह� ह+ , ...(&��'��)... 
 
 �� +���� �"� ���  : M#�� �� � )� ���� D� ,  
 
 �� �)�$�� : �"	� �# T 
��� ��	� ह� ?  
 
 �� +���� �"� ���  : ���� 
��� �ह ह� $� .... 
 
 �� �,घ �.� +
�� : �#V� )� 
��� ��	� �� �A�� �� ,   
 
 �� �)�$�� : '
��  �� �"�� )� �A�� ���� ,  
 
 �� +���� �"� ���  : ��		�� 
)�"$� ��, �ह�� �� 4���$�;� �� 
��� 
ह� .
��  ��� �� �� 
� �� �ह�� �� (4�4 ��  
�(�� �� "-T	� �� �A�� ��	� ��$ह* , 
M��� ���� "-T�� ह+ 4���$�;� ��  ��� ��  !� 4���$�;� �ह�� ह+ �� "-T�� ह+ M��� ��  ��� �� , 
'
$�* '
 ��� �� �� �� 
� �� ��		�� ���� �� I��	 �M	� ��$ह* ,  
 
 ��		�� ������	 
�ह, �ह�� �� ������� �� 
��� ह�, ह� 
 
������� ��  $M��& ह+ 0��$� �ह ��� �� *��� !� %M�2�� ��  $M��& ह� , ��$�	 
�ह�� �� �^ह ��O� ��  	� �ह� $� '
�� �=141�- 	हJ $��� ��� D�, It was perceived 

as being against some people or some section of the people. It was being 
misused. It is true that it was being misused. Even when our party wasruling, 
there was a section of people which was against the continuance of this law. 
The reason was, it was being misused in most of the places. That is why we 
opposed it. I do not agree with my hon. Friend, Mr. Venkaiah Naidu, when he 
said, even if individuals are hurt, we should not bother about it. My friend 
should know that individuals make a nation. It is not only the rivers, stones 
and trees thas make a nation. I think, without individuals and public, there is 
no nation. I think, that aspect has to be kept in mind. A mere okay in a 
Consultative Committee will not be enough. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: The point is, I had said that the nation 

is important. (Interruptions) 
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SHRI GHULAM NABI AZAD: I too say that, but without public, there 
is no nation. (Interruptions) 

' SHRI M.VENKAIAH NAIDU: People are being killed. Three hundred 

people were killed. (Interruptions) 

SHRI GHULAM NABI AZAD: I would request the hon. Horn; 

Minister, merely making a mention of it in the Consultative Committee 

meeting is not enough. This is much more important. The leaders of all politics! 

parties should be taken into confidence before having anything on this. 

SHRI L.K. ADVANI: Before introducing it, I would certainly !ike to 

consult the leaders of various political parties. In this Parliament, it is necessary 

that if an important bill of this kind is introduced, before thafc if we are able 

to come to some consensus, it is always good. So, it is not merely discussed in 

the Consultative Committee. The matter did arise and, therefore, I said that I 

would discuss with you. I further say today that we propose to send the draft 

bill to the various State Governments for their opinion because they are the 

people who will have to execute it on the ground. Certainly, we will consult 

all political parties. 
 
 �� �,घ �.� +
�� : 
)�"$� ��, ह#� 
� ��	-	 8
� ह+ $�	�� ."��� ह��� 
ह�, ह#� 
� ��	-	 8
� ह+ $�	�� ."��� 	हJ ह��� !� ह#� 
� ��	-	 8
� ह+ $�	�� 
�#_"��� ह��� ह� , ‘4�2�’ ��  ��� �� �ह �ह� ��� $� .
�� �#_"��� ह#� , ��$�	 �ह 
	हJ �ह� ��� $� '
�� ��� @��� ��� D� , =b� ��O� �ह��� 	�, ��;� ��O� �ह��� 
	� ��� $��� $� '
�� @����� 3)��� D� , ��$�	 %)� ��
� $� �#��� 	� ���� �� 
	� )� �ह� $� ��� �� �	�� �� '

� ह#� M#� D� ��$�	 	��� ��4 �� ��  ���E 
'
�� $���@ �� �ह� D� !� �ह �ह �ह� D� $� �ह *� $���c ��$� !� $���c @�5 ��  
...(&��'��)... �ह���, �+ �"��  ��I�� 
� �ह "-T	� ��ह�� ह- � $� ...(&��'��)...  
0�� 4�2� ��  .	 3��@�	� �� $�	�� �#_"��� ���� ���� ह�, .	�� 
���$@� ����  
'
 ��	-	 �� $&� 
� ���- 	हJ $��� �� 
��� ?  
 
 ��  �$�,	� ��/�0  : 3G	 �� �"	� "-T	� 	हJ , ...(&��'��)... 
 
 �� �)�$�� : 3G	 "-T $���  ह� ,  
 
 �� ��� 	� �� ������ : �"	� 
��� "-T $��� ह� , 4�2� �� 
���$@� 
�� ��  *� 
���$@� 4�2� ��	� �� ��� 3(��� 	हJ ह� , �+ '�	� �� 
��� ह- � $� 
$�
 "$�=(D$� �� �ह ����� �? ����	 ��  "�
 1997 �� )��� ���, .
 "$�=(D$� 
�� �? ����	 	� $���� ���� 
�� 4�2� ��  3��@�	 )� ��M�, $�
 $g$�	� �? 
%��2��4 $� �� �ह�� "� "�$�� 	हJ $��� ���, .
��  3��@�	 )� ��M� !� 
�#$	�� )� �� �� 4���$�;� ��  $M��& ��	-	 	� ह#* ह+,.	��   
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3��@�	� �� )� ��M� !� .
��  �� )� 
��#Q4 	 ह� �� ��  �� �^ह� 
�$�	�� 
���$�� $��� $�
�� 
 3��� ��  ���� �� ���$O� $��� , .	��  $���� 
#	 
�� ��  .1ह�	� *� $�"�45 �� ह� !� h�Z4 $� )��� ह� , .
�� 
���$@� 4�2� 
�ह	� i�� 	हJ ह��� , �ह ह���� '���� )� 	हJ ह� ,  

*723. The questioner (Shri Dilip Singh Judev) was absent. For answer 

vide page 23 infra.] 

T and D losses due to cyclone in Orissa 

*724. SHRI ANANTA SETHI: 

Will the Minister of POWER be pleased to state: 

(a) whether Government have assessed the damage sustained to 

transmission and distribution system in the State of Orissa due to cyclone of 

29th October, 1999; 

(b) if so, the details thereof; 

(c) the steps taken to repair the damage; and 

(d) what is the present position? 

THE MINISTER OF POWER (SHRI PR. KUMARAMANGALAM): 

(a) to (d) A Statement is laid on the Table of the House. 

Statement 

(a) and (b) Yes, Sir. There was extensive damage to transmission lines 

equipment and distribution system resulting in disruption of power supply 

mainly in the coastal belt of Orissa. 

The Government of Orissa has estimated the damage caused by the 

cyclone which occurred on 29th October, 1999 at Rs. 372.25 Crores. 

(c) and (d) Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd. (POWERGRID) was 

entrusted with the responsibility of restoring the following lines:— 

— 33 KV Bidanasi-Kalinga Line (to resume power supply to Cuttack 
city). 

— 132 KV Cuttaek-Jagatsinghpur line 

— 132 KV Kendrapara-Paradeep line 

— 132 KV Paradeep-Paradeep Phosphate line 

— 33 KV Paradeep-Paraieep Port line 
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